Juvenile Fiction:

As Brave as You, by Jason Reynolds (JF REYN, J)
Betty Before X, by Illyasah Shabazz, (JF SHAB, I)
Blended, by Sharon Draper (JF DRAP, S)
Bud, Not Buddy, by Christopher Paul Curtis (JF CURT, C)
Calico Girl, by Jerdine Nolen (JF NOLE, J)
Clean Getaway, by Nic Stone (JF STON, N)
Count Me In, by Varsha Bajaj (JF BAJA, V)
The Crossover, by Kwame Alexander (JF ALEX, K)
Finding Langston, by Lesa Cline-Ransome (JF CLIN, L)
For Black Girls Like Me, by Mariama Lockington (JF LOCK, M)
From the Desk of Zoe Washington, by Janae Marks (JF MARK, J)
Genesis, Begins Again, by Alicia Williams (JF WILL, A)
Ghost Boys, by Jewell Parker Rhodes (JF RHOD, J)
Gone Crazy in Alabama, by Rita Williams-Garcia (JF WILL, R)
A Good Kind of Trouble, by Lisa Moore Ramee (JF RAME, L)
Harbor Me, by Jacqueline Woodson (JF WOOD, J)
How High the Moon, by Karyn Parsons (JF PARS, K)
The Lions of Little Rock, by Kristin Levine (JF LEVI, K)
Look Both Ways: A Tale Told in Ten Blocks, by Jason Reynolds (JF REYN, J)
Midnight Without a Moon, by Linda Williams Jackson (JF JACK, L)
My Life as an Ice Cream Sandwich, by Ibi Zoboi (JF ZOBO, I)
Ninth Ward, by Jewell Parker Rhodes (JF RHOD, J)
One Crazy Summer, by Rita Williams-Garcia (JF WILL, R)
The Only Black Girls in Town, by Brandy Colbert (JF COLB, B)
The Parker Inheritance, by Varian Johnson (JF JOHN, V)
The Season of Styx Malone, by Kekla Magoon (JF MAGO, K)
A Sky Full of Stars, by Linda Williams Jackson (JF JACK, L)
The Stars Beneath Our Feet, by David Barclay Moore (JF MOOR, D)
Things Too Huge to Fix by Saying Sorry, by Susan Vaught (JF VAUG, S)
Tight, by Torrey Maldonado (JF MALD, T)
Tristan Strong Punches a Hole in the Sky, by Kwame Mbalia (JF MBAL, K)
The Watsons Go to Birmingham – 1963, by Christopher Paul Curtis (JF CURT, C)
What Lane? by Torrey Maldonado (JF MALD, T)
You Don’t Know Everything Jilly P, by Alex Gino (JF GINO, A)